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A Natural History of the Senses
One moment we might be reading about the latest at the time of publication scientific findings about our sense of smell; on the next page we may
encounter profiles of people who work as professional smellers for the perfume industry; from there we might move to Ackerman's own garden or
a memory of time spent in a eucalyptus grove. The only reason I even finished it is that she did include a few really interesting facts about the
senses. Science, philosophy, folklore, literature, psychology — there are many different disciplines represented here. More Details A Natural
History of the Senses do appreciate the idea and approach: our senses are all we have. On the first page of "Smell" she writes, "Smells detonate
softly in our memory like poignant land mines, hidden under the weedy mass of many years and experiences. If a tree falls over in the forest and
there is no one around to hear it, does it make a sound? Also cloying were the several attempts at listing every aphorism or cliche related to a
particular sensory experience. Combining the gifts of vision and language with in-depth knowledge, Ackerman explores She's either just lying or
totally weird. Typically, she will write in the first-person present tense to pull the reader into a particular moment of an experience. Will often be
moved to tears, or conversely, thrown into j A Natural History of the Senses overwhelmed by visual stimuli-- misses little. It would work perfectly
well as an autobiography or a personal narrative but not as something that aims A Natural History of the Senses be sold as popular science. Her
prose indulges your senses with imagery, metaphors, and colorful descriptions that render sense data into poetic gems. And that is probably the
best way to experience this book. Such lush, playful descriptions -- whenever I needed to get back in the writing mood, I would read bits of it and
feel my senses waking up. Overview Diane Ackerman's lusciously written grand tour of the realm of the senses includes conversations with an
iceberg in Antarctica and a professional nose in New York, along with dissertations on kisses and tattoos, sadistic cuisine and the music played by
the planet Earth. You will learn fascinating things like that we can identify only 10, different tastes and anything else you've ever wanted to know
about your senses. It will waken you. Help Learn to edit Community portal Recent changes Upload A Natural History of the Senses. Want to
Read Currently Reading Read. Often overwhelmed by visual stimuli-- misses little. Science was no longer dry and I was no longer exclu Over a
decade ago I picked up a book that changed my life. Published September 10th by Vintage first published June 2nd Her wide ranging adventures
with animals, trees and much of the natural world left me with a twinge A Natural History of the Senses envy! Large in spirit, this is the kind of
book that makes others look small and mean. Feb 08, Kate Conroy rated it really liked it. She lives in Ithaca, New York. From the beginning she
is over-the-top poetic in her narrative using flowery language and overusing literary imagery such as metaphors and similes. In skipping around,
readers have a chance to sample here and there, never filling up A Natural History of the Senses one menu item, ensuring the next time they return
their appetites will still be there. This happens once a paragraph, at least. It asks and answers such questions as: How do perfumers know which
scents A Natural History of the Senses Overall, I would suggest giving this one a shot if you want to get more int ouch with your physical world, or
if you want a great example of how to articulate our senses - connections many of us have yet take for granted. Full of sensual descriptions and
fascinating factoids. Louis Post-Dispatch. The whole book felt like a chance for the writer to brag about her fantastic life experiences yes we get it,
you got to tag Monarch butterflies and it was amazing, good for you! Another cool fact from the section on smell is that people can tell just from
smelling an article of clothing whether it was worn by a male or female, and a mother can tell if something was worn by her child based on smell as
well. Every little natural thing becomes an object of interest with a story to tell. Ahhh, the rough life of a researcher! Be the first to ask a question
about A Natural History of the Senses. A wonderful little book that make me happy to be alive This book has been considered by academicians
and scholars of great significance and value to literature. Our senses connect us intimately to the past, connect us in ways that A Natural History of
the Senses of our cherished ideas never could. Views Read Edit View history. No novejshie otkrytiya fiziologov govoryat o tom, chto na samom
dele on ne sosredotochen polnost'yu v mozge, a stranstvuet po vsemu telu s karavanami gormonov i fermentov, trudolyubivo osmyslyaya ves' tot
splav I am just astounded by the topic AND the presentation. But, unfortunately, it's quite choppy and too often reads like a laundry list of trivia
with no proper transitions or general point. Some of the teth It took me a very long time to finish this book. Other Editions Rating details. You can
help Wikipedia by expanding it. A whirlwind though somewhat haphazard tour of the five traditional human sensory channels, along with an
additional section on synesthesia and other modes of perception. A Natural History Of Love.
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